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Subject: Matters needing your decisions

Body:

As you asked of me yesterday I compiled a list of matters in the investigative area that require a decision from 

you about how Dave should next proceed.Gum Shoe Issue 8 - Metropolitan Crime Commission of New 

Orleans. Please see my several call reports with Tony Radosti and the MCC and one with Warren DeBrueys 

from late September through mid-October. How do you want to proceed to get the eight boxes of MCC files 

the HSCA reviewed that DeBrueys has in his custody?Gum Shoe Issue 12 - Gary Savage and Rusty Livingstone - 

Livingstone has a briefcase of photos and documents he took from the Dallas Police Crime Lab in the hours 

following the assassination (he was a crime lab technician.) Dave is communcating with Livingstone, when I 

spoke by telephone with his nephew, Gary Savage, in May, Savage hung up on me. How do you want to 

proceed with obtaining Livingstone's materials?Gum Shoe Issue 14 - Robert Groden - How do you want to 

handle getting the autopsy and possibly the other films and photos that Groden [Screened by: NARA RD-F on 

October 24, 2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 

6(3)]?Gum Shoe Issue 20 - Possible ONI Investigation - We need to issue a subpoena to Southern Bell 

Telephone to get Don LNU's telephone subscriber information before we can proceed any further with this 

investigation. Do you want the investigation to continue and if so, how do we proceed with the subpoena. I 

talked to the telephone company four months ago, all of its requirements for a subpoena may be found at 

Issue 20.Gum Shoe Issue 23 - Contact all former Federal investigative/congressional staff, members, etc. I sent 

you the numbers on how many of the staff, etc. I've located via FINCEN and other sources. How do you want 

to proceed with sending letters, advising these people about the lifting of the confidentiality agreements 

(when/if that occurs, etc.)?Gum Shoe Issue 31 - Tampa Police Department (JFK's 11/18/63 visit) - It appears 

that any records created by the police, fire, public safety or other Tampa city agencies are located at the City 

Archives. We have a letter in the file from the city archivist, Claire Cardina that briefly outlines those holdings. 

If someone goes to Florida again soon (isn't Jeremy going there soon?) do you want him to review their 

records for what should be included in the collection?Gum Shoe Issue 33 - Chicago Police Department and 

related agencies - There are three separate sources of records that the HSCA reviewed in Chicago. All three 

are potential problems. 1) Chicago Police Department - Please read my interview report with Lt. Chiczewski. 

Based on what he told me the only way the CPD will turn over even the 10% of their records that remain is 

under subpoena (although they will fight the subpoena.) (Note - it took the CPD months of footdragging 

before they cooperated with the HSCA. Finally a letter from Blakely to the then police commissioner opened 

the door.) 2) Chicago Crime Commission - They were hugely disinterested in cooperating with us but when I 
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